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Reviewer comments are reproduced in bold and our responses in normal typeface; extracts from the originally submitted manuscript are presented in red italic, and from the revised manuscript in blue italic.
We have numbered the reviewer's major comments for ease of cross-reference within the other reviews.
General comments:
The authors present a new method to characterise the particle phase of hydrometeors using a novel light scattering instrument and machine learning algorithm. This represents a promising advance in studying mixed phase cloud microphysics since particle phase can be determined from scattering parameters independent of the particle size. The utility of the method is demonstrated using different conditions in a CFDC to generate liquid droplets, ice crystals, and mixtures. The manuscript is very well written and scientifically sound. I recommend that it is suitable for publication in its present form, however I have a few minor suggestions for the authors to consider, listed below. I think there is great potential for more detailed investigations of cloud microphysics with this technique, and look forward to (hopefully) future measurements of mixed phase clouds in the atmosphere. I would also like to commend the authors on the excellent documentation, data, and explanations of their methodologies and measurements provided.
We thank the reviewer for carefully reading the manuscript and the overall constructive comments on it. We hope that the responses below satisfactorily address the reviewer concerns.
Specific comments: P5 Fig1: I would suggest clarifying that the light orange and brown shading denote detected light from the trigger and image laser beam. We have changed the last sentence in the caption of Fig. 1 P9 L1-4: Since ΔTBC is later determined to be a key value, perhaps it is worth mentioning it here. We agree with the suggestion of the reviewer to mention the ΔTBC already at this point, or at least hint at the possibility of deriving further parameters from the two TBC values, which is revealed by the PCA analysis later in the manuscript. We have therefore added the following statement (page X line X in revised manuscript): "Moreover, the TBC values of both arrays can be used to derive further sphericity parameters, e.g. the ratio of both TBCs or their absolute difference, which can improve particle classification." P11 L3-4: Where/how were temperature and relative humidity measured? The specified temperatures (T) and relative humidities (RH) denote the conditions within the horizontal ice nucleation chamber (HINC), which is used to produce either cloud droplets, ice crystals or a mixture of both on the injected aerosol particles. These are calculated values derived by controlling the temperature of ice-coated chamber walls. HINC is a continuous flow diffusion chamber and etailed descriptions of its working principle including the control of T and RH conditions can be found in the indicated references P10L18: Lacher et al. (2017) , Mahrt et al. (2018) . This method of exposing aerosol to defined RH and T conditions has been well established for a few decades (Hussain & Saunders, 1984; Rogers, 1988) .
P14
Fig5: I believe the minimum value on the x-axis should be 1μm instead of 0.1 μm. Thank you for spotting this. We agree, the limits of the x-axis are 0.1 and 100 μm and we have corrected the figure accordingly. The reviewer raises a valid point here. When considering for instance the particles #29 and #39 of Fig. 8 , both show a visually symmetric scattering pattern, and should hence be classified as spherical. The visual symmetry is described in terms of 4 absolute numbers, namely TBC1, TBC2, ΔTBC and AIC, which are used by the algorithm to determine particle shape. We agree that it appears counterintuitive that the particle with overall higher TBC and AIC values (#29) is classified as spherical, whereas the particle with the lower TBC and AIC values (#39) is classified as aspherical by the random forest model, as pointed out by the reviewer.
This apparent misclassification results from imperfect training data sets, as stated on P17L7-18 (initial manuscript), and can be understood upon consideration of Fig. S13 and S14 of our SI. From Fig. S13a and b it becomes clear that there exists aspherical particles with low TBC values, comparable with those of spherical particles (overlap of blue and red curves) within the (entire) calibration data set.
During the random sampling of (200'000) aspherical particles for the training of the random forest model (see P12L17-25, initial manuscript) aspherical particles with any TBC values described by the red curves in Fig. S13a and b can be selected. Hence, there is no a priori constrain to high TBC values for aspherical particles during the training of the random forest model, which is then trained to classify any such particle with the flag "isAspherical". In other words, the misclassification results due the overlap of the TBC distributions of spherical and aspherical particles shown in Fig. S13a and b . This overlap in turn results mainly from the VOAG produced NaCl particles that show symmetrical scattering patterns thus associated with low TBC values (Fig. S16) and to a lesser extent also, from VOAG produced PEG particles which could exhibit non-symmetrical scattering patterns and hence relatively larger TBC values (Figs. S15) despite being spherical. Here, we have simply assigned any PEG and NaCl particle produced by the VOAG, as spherical and aspherical, respectively. An improved particle classification, also for the particles questioned by the reviewer, could be achieved through visual inspection of all particles/scattering patterns within the calibration data set and manual classification as either noise, spherical or aspherical, and then only train the random forest model on this cleaned data set (see P12L17-25, initial manuscript). However, this is not feasible for the large number of particles within our data sets, as explained in the text (P17L15-18).
We note that upon inspection of Fig. S13a and b that the majority of the aspherical NaCl particles clearly show higher TBC values compared to the spherical PEG particles. This results in the overall good and correct classification of particles by the random forest algorithm (see Fig.  6 ), by using a sufficiently large number of particles (in our case 200'000) for training, where statistically, the majority of aspherical particles encompasses TBC values different from those of the spherical particles.
We have now addressed this limitation more explicitly through various changes throughout the main text as indicated below:
Added the statement on P13L5 (revised manuscript): "Any PEG or NaCl particle produced as described in Sect. 3.1 Fig. S16 ). Fig. S13a and b) and thus potential misclassification of asymetrical NaCl as spherical particles."
.1 and fulfilling these usability criteria, is defined as spherical and aspherical particle, respectively, within the calibration data set, without further visual inspection of the scattering pattern. However, it should be noted, that this approach does not filter out aspherical NaCl particles associated with rather symmetric scattering patterns and consequently low values for the symmetry parameters (see

Hence, this can explain the overlap in the distribution of for instance of the TBC values of both particles classes (see
Added the statement on P13L19 (revised manuscript): "Selection of a sufficiently large number of aspherical particles for training the random forest model ensures that a statistical particle majority will show TBC values different from those observed for spherical particles (see Fig. S13a and b) ."
Added the statement on P15L15 (revised manuscript): "In addition, some of the misclassification can result from near-spherical NaCl particles within the training data set, as discussed above."
Changed from P17L8 (initial manuscript): "Nevertheless, we note that there are particles classified as isAspherical, even though the scattering patterns appears symmetrical." To P18L12 (revised manuscript): "Nevertheless, we note that there are particles classified as isAspherical, even though the scattering patterns appears symmetrical, for instance, particles 39 and 46 in Fig. 8, which have values for the symmetry parameters comparable to particles classified as spherical (e.g. particle 29 in Fig. 8) ."
Added to P17L15 (initial manuscript), P18L22 (revised manuscript): "The consequence is that some particles become misclassified as e.g. aspherical, despite their overall symmetric scattering patterns (see above) . This error could be reduced through manual visual inspection and manual selection and definition of particle class for every particle within the calibration data set, prior to training of the random forest model."
Added to P17L18 (initial manuscript), P18L27 (revised manuscript): "The latter results from the majority of the spherical and aspherical particles within the calibration data set to distinctively differ in terms of their symmetry parameters (see Fig. S13 )."
Added to P25L27 (revised manuscript): "Finally, we have noted above that our random forest model is associated with a misclassification rate, resulting in some symmetrical scattering patterns to be classified as aspherical and vice versa (see Sect. 4.3 and Fig. 8 (Fig 10d) ? We do not have a direct explanation for the trimodality of the AIC values, however, given that all the values are really low, i.e. below the threshold of 0.2 (as can be inferred from our We have now highlighted the datasets used in Fig. S12 in bold and noted also that in the caption of Tab. S1.
